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Abstract. We propose a notion of conformance between a specifica-
tion S and an implementation model I extracted from a message-passing
program. In our framework, S and I are CCS processes, which soundly
abstract the externally visible communication behavior of a message-
passing program. We use the extracted models to check that programs
do not get stuck, waiting to receive or trying to send messages in vain. We
show that our definition of stuckness and conformance capture impor-
tant correctness conditions of message-passing software. Our definition
of conformance was motivated by the need for modular reasoning over
models, leading to the requirement that conformance preserve substi-
tutability with respect to stuck-freeness: If I conforms to S, and P is
any environment such that P | S is stuck-free, then it follows that P | I
is stuck-free. We present a simple algorithm for checking if I conforms
to S, when I and S obey certain restrictions.

1 Introduction

Checking behavioral properties of concurrent software using model checking is an
active area of current research [7,9,19]. We are interested in extracting message-
passing skeletons from concurrent message-passing software, and using model
checking to check properties on the skeletons. For this approach to be scalable,
we require users to annotate each module with a behavioral signature. In our
framework [12,3], if F is a module which can communicate with its environment
by sending and receiving messages on channels x1, . . . , xn, then a signature of F
is a CCS process S(x1, . . . , xn) describing the messaging behavior of F on those
channels. Each module is then analyzed in isolation to check if its implementation
conforms with its signature. This requires that a model of the implementation
of F is extracted and compared to the signature. Like signatures, implementation
models are CCS processes. If I is an implementation model and S is its signature
(specification), we use the notation I ≤ S to denote that I conforms to S. For our
modular reasoning to be sound with respect to a property ϕ, the conformance
relation ≤ needs to obey the following substitutability property: If I ≤ S and P
is any environment such that P | S satisfies ϕ then P | I satisfies ϕ ( P | S
denotes the parallel composition of P and S). Substitutability enables a module’s
behavioral signature to be used instead of a module in invocation contexts, and
hence enables model checking to scale.
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We are interested in checking if message-passing software is stuck-free. i.e,
that a message sent by a sender will not get stuck without some receiver ever
receiving it, and a receiver waiting for a message will not get stuck without some
sender ever sending it. Stuck-freeness is a safety property, and in general any
safety property [10,17] can be encoded as stuck-freeness. Thus, we desire our
conformance relation ≤ to satisfy substitutability with respect to stuck-freeness:
If I ≤ S and P is any environment such that P | S is stuck-free, then P | I is
stuck-free.

A widely used conformance relation is simulation [13]. Module I is simulated
by module S, written I ≤s S if every externally visible action α performed
by I can also be performed by S such that, if I ′ and S′ are the states of I and S
respectively after performing action α, then I ′ ≤s S′. Simulation does not satisfy
substitutability with respect to stuck-freeness due to two reasons: First, while
simulation prevents the implementation from doing actions not allowed by the
specification, it does not require the implementation to do any particular action.
Second, simulation does not distinguish between external nondeterminism that
arises due to the ability of the environment to give different inputs, and internal
nondeterminism that arises from underspecification or abstraction.

This paper makes the following contributions:

– We present a novel definition of conformance that satisfies substitutability
with respect to stuck-freeness. The definition distinguishes between external
and internal nondeterminism, requires implementations to do certain actions,
and allows implementations that are nonterminating (Section 4).

– We present an algorithm that dualizes specifications using a so-called “mirror
construction” to transform a conformance checking problem to a standard
invariant checking problem on a product model. Based on this algorithm, a
restricted form of conformance checking can be done using an off-the-shelf
model checker for invariant checking as a back-end (Section 5).

– We present extensions to the definition of conformance and the checking
algorithm to handle cases where the programmer expects certain operations
to possibly get stuck, using “weak” send and receive operations (Section 6).

We have implemented a conformance checker as part of a subtype relation
checker in a behavioral type system for asynchronous message-passing software.
In this paper, we focus entirely on the notion of conformance between CCS mod-
els and our algorithm for checking it, assuming that CCS models are extracted
from programs. We refer to [12,3] for the problem of model extraction.

2 Background and Related Work

Two traditional notions of conformance between models are language contain-
ment [18] and simulation [13]. The former adopts a linear-time view and latter a
branching-time view. Our conformance relation is used to define model abstrac-
tion in the framework of a behavioral type system [3] where CCS processes [13,14]
are used as specifications and models of π-calculus programs [14]. Sound model
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abstractions in that system are limited to simulation relations (see [3] for de-
tails), and consequently we consider simulation (denoted by ≤s) as a starting
point for our investigation.

In this paper, we focus on stuck-freeness of communication. Informally, stuck-
freeness means that a message sent by a sender will not get stuck without some
receiver ever receiving it, and a receiver waiting for a message will not get stuck
without some sender ever sending it. This is often an important property in
asynchronous software systems. For example, an asynchronous exception may
be implemented as a message send operation, and in this case, stuck-freeness of
the send operation means that the exception gets caught. Also, asynchronous
functions typically get invoked by sending messages to them, and they return
results be sending messages back to the caller. In this case, stuck-freeness of the
receive operation on the side of the caller means that the caller eventually gets
a result.

As mentioned earlier, substitutability is necessary for modular reasoning.
Simulation does not preserve substitutability for being stuck-free. For example,
let I1 = 0 and S1 = x!#y!, where 0 is the inactive null process, x! denotes a
send operation on channel x, and y! denotes a send operation on channel y. The
connective # denotes internal choice. Then I1 ≤s S1 holds, but if we consider
the environment P = select x?+y? (where select x?+y? denotes an external
choice of a receive operation on channel x and a receive operation on channel y),
then P | S1 is stuck-free, whereas P | I1 is stuck, waiting to receive on either
channel x or channel y. The difficulty here is that the implementation does not
implement any of the internal choices that the specification allows.

As another example, if I2 = x? (receive on x) and S2 = select x? + y?
(external choice of either receive on x or receive on y), we have that I2 ≤s

S2. Further, for an environment P = y!, we have that P | S2 is stuck-free,
whereas P | I2 gets stuck. The difficulty here is that the implementation does
not implement all of the external choices that the specification prescribes.

The distinction between external and internal choice, and the implications for
conformance has been noticed before [1,5]. The notion of alternating simulation
proposed in [5] requires the implementation to provide a subset of internal choices
allowed by the specification and a superset of external choices prescribed by the
specification. We denote alternating simulation by the symbol ≤a. However,
alternating simulation still does not preserve substitutability for being stuck-
free. To illustrate this, consider an example with I3 = select (x? -> y?) + y?,
and S3 = x?->y?. By the definition of ≤a, we have that I3 ≤a S3. If P = (x! | y!),
we have that P | S3 is stuck-free but P | I3 can get stuck if the interaction on
channel y happens first. The difficulty here is that the implementation allows a
superset of the external choices prescribed by the specification.

Our definition of conformance was motivated by the above examples. Unlike
simulation, we distinguish between internal and external choice [8]. If the specifi-
cation is an internal choice, then we require the implementation to implement at
least one of the choices. If the specification is an external choice, then we require
the implementation to implement exactly all of the choices. Further, we allow
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arbitrary number of silent internal actions (to allow loops to be abstracted) in
the implementation. The formal definition of conformance, and a precise descrip-
tion of how it differs from simulation and alternating simulation can be found
in Section 4.

Our notion of conformance and the algorithm for conformance checking are
inspired by Dill’s work on asynchronous circuit verification [6]. In asynchronous
circuits, there is no buffering and an output from one component must be in-
stantaneously received by another component. In asynchronous software, mes-
sages are typically queued. Both the conformance relation and the checking al-
gorithm change in subtle ways to reflect this queueing. For example, the process
x! | y! | x?->y? is an erroneous process in Dill’s framework since a receiver for
the send y! is not immediately available. However, our framework allows y! to
block until the interaction on x succeeds and then proceed to have an interaction
on y.

An alternative approach to obtain modularity is to reason with context-
sensitive abstractions as in [11]. In the context of CSP [8], notions of failures
and divergence have been used in model checkers such as FDR [16]. Traces and
failures can be used to express various notions of refinement between interfaces
as in [2]. Tools have been built to check simulations and bisimulations between
CCS processes [4].

3 Models

Our model language is a variant of CCS as presented in [14], where we dis-
tinguish between internal and external choice [8]. Our processes (ranged over
by I, M ,M ′, P , Q, R, S etc.) are defined as follows.

M ::= 0 |X | select I1 + . . .+ In |O1# . . .#On (Processes)
| (M0 |M1) | (νx)M | µX.M

I ::= x? ->M (Guarded expressions)
O ::= x!.M

Here, x!.M is a process that sends on channel x and continues as M . Process
x? ->M receives on channel x and continues as M . We use the symbol # for
internal choice and + for external choice. The process select x?->M+y?->M ′

either receives on x and continues asM , or it receives on y and continues asM ′.
The process x!.M#y!.M ′ continues as either x!.M or as y!.M ′. We write x! as
shorthand for x!.0 and x? as shorthand for x? -> 0. We also sometimes write
x?->M+y?->M ′ as shorthand for selectx?->M+y?->M ′ (i.e., we sometimes
leave out the keyword select ). Label X is used to encode looping in µX.M .
We write ∗M as an abbreviation for µX.(M |X).

Given a set of channels x, the set of actions over x is defined to be {x, x?, x! |
x ∈ x} ∪ τ, ε. The action x is called a reaction on channel x. The actions x?
and x! are called commitments on channel x. Intuitively, two commitments x?
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Structural Congruence

Structural congruence ≡ is the least congruence relation (equivalence relation
closed under term contexts) closed under the following rules, together with re-
naming and reordering of bound variables and reordering of terms in a summation
(either internal or external choice). The set of free names of P is denoted fn(P ).

P | 0 ≡ P P | Q ≡ Q | P P | (Q | R) ≡ (P | Q) | R

(νx)0 ≡ 0 µX.P ≡ P [µX.P/X] (νx)(νy)P ≡ (νy)(νx)P

x �∈ fn(P )

P | (νx)Q ≡ (νx)(P | Q)

P ≡ P ′ Q ≡ Q′

P | Q ≡ P ′ | Q′

Labeled Reduction

x!.P | select (. . . + x? -> Q + . . .)
x−→ P | Q [react]

x!.P
x!−→ P [O-comm] select (. . . + x? -> P + . . .)

x?−→ P [I-comm]

(. . .#x!.P# . . .)
ε−→ x!.P [I-choice]

P
x−→ P ′

(νx)P
τ−→ (νx)P ′

[tau]
P

�−→ P ′  �∈ {x, x?, x!}
(νx)P

�−→ (νx)P ′
[res]

P ≡ P ′ P ′ �−→ Q′ Q′ ≡ Q

P
�−→ Q

[S-cong]
P

�−→ P ′

P | Q
�−→ P ′ | Q

[par]

P
ε−→ P ′ P ′ �−→ P ′′

P
�−→ P ′′

[ε-left]
P

�−→ P ′, P ′ ε−→ P ′′

P
�−→ P ′′

[ε-right]

Eta rules

P
x−→ P ′

(ηx)P
x−→ (ηx)P ′

[eta1]
P

�−→ P ′  �∈ {x, x?, x!}
(ηx)P

�−→ (ηx)P ′
[eta2]

Fig. 1. Structural congruence and labeled reduction on CCS processes
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and x! on the channel x between two parallel processes can be combined into a
reaction x. The action τ is called silent reaction, and ε is called null action.

Figure 1 defines the labeled reduction relation on processes adapted from
the commitment and reaction semantics given in [14]. Note that the reduction
relation distinguishes between internal and external choice. Internal choice is
handled by the rule I-choice where the process chooses the send operation, and
external choice is handled by the rule react where the environment chooses
the receive operation. As indicated by rule S-cong in Figure 1, reduction is
modulo structural congruence. Note that in addition to the usual rules for the
restriction operator ν we have rules eta1 and eta2 for the restriction operator η.
This operator is the same as ν, only with different observability properties: The
expression (ηx)P is simply meta-notation for a ν-abstraction whose interactions
can be observed. This notation is needed to state our substitutability property.

We extend labeled reduction to sequences of actions as well, with ε satisfying
left and right cancellation under concatenation (rules ε-left and ε-right). We
write M1

∗−→ M2 if M1 can transition to M2 using some sequence of actions.
We write M∗ to denote the set {M ′ |M ∗−→M ′}.

We say that channel x is bound in (νx)M . If x is not bound in M ′ we say
that x is free inM ′. We say thatM is an end-state if there are no α andM ′ such
that M α−→ M ′. If M ≡ (ηx)(P | Q) is an end-state, and either (1) P ≡ x!.M1,
where x ∈ x, or (2) P ≡ select (xi1? ->M1 + xi2? ->M2 + . . . + xik

? ->Mk)
where {xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xik

} ∈ x, then we say that M is stuck because of P . M is
stuck if there exists some P such that M is stuck because of P . M is stuck-free
if no element of M∗ is stuck.

Implementation models are defined to be subset of processes satisfying the
following property:

A1. For every free channel x, we have x is either used exclusively for sending or
exclusively for receiving, and

Assumption A1 is for technical convenience. It is not a fundamental restriction
since a bidirectional communication can be achieved using two unidirectional
channels, one in either direction. Finally, Specification models are defined to be
the subset of implementation models that do not contain name restriction, ν.

4 Conformance

Conformance is a binary relation (written ≤) between implementation models
and specification models. We define conformance in two steps: (1) first we give
a definition for specification models that do not have parallel composition, (2)
next we extend it to specification models with parallel composition.

Let I be an implementation model and let S be a specification model such
that S does not have parallel composition. Informally, I conforms to S if every
commitment of I on a free channel can be performed by S, and if S is an
internal choice of send operations, then I can perform at least one of the specified
send operations, and if S is an external choice of receive operations then I can
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perform exactly all of the specified receive operations, and such conformance
holds recursively after performing corresponding actions in I and S. The formal
definition follows.

Definition 1. I conforms to S, written I ≤ S if I and S have the same set
of free channels and there exists a binary relation H ⊆ I∗ × S∗ such that the
following conditions hold:

D1. 〈I, S〉 ∈ H.
D2. For every 〈P,Q〉 ∈ H and every commitment α on a free channel we have

that if P τ∗.α−→ P ′ then there exists Q′ ∈ Q∗ such that Q α−→ Q′ and
〈P ′, Q′〉 ∈ H.

D3. For every 〈P,Q〉 ∈ H, if Q = (x1!.Q1)# (x2!.Q2)# · · ·#(xn!.Qn), then for

all P ′ such that P τ∗−→ P ′, either there exists P ′′ such that P ′ τ−→ P ′′, or
there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ n and Pi ∈ I∗ such that P ′ xi!−→ Pi, and 〈Pi, Qi〉 ∈ H.

D4. For every 〈P,Q〉 ∈ H, if Q = (x1?->Q1)+(x2?->Q2)+· · ·+(xn?->Qn), then

for all P ′ such that P τ∗−→ P ′, either there exists P ′′ such that P ′ τ−→ P ′′, or
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n there exists Pi ∈ I∗ such that P ′ xi?−→ Pi, and 〈Pi, Qi〉 ∈ H.

We extend conformance to specification models with parallelism by requiring
structural similarity in the implementation and specification: we say that I1 |
I2 ≤ S1 | S2 if I1 ≤ S1 and I2 ≤ S2.

Properties Conformance is stronger than both simulation (≤s) and alternating
simulation (≤a). Simulation is obtained by removing conditions D3 and D4 from
the definition. Alternating simulation is obtained by removing condition D3, and
weakening condition D2 to consider only send commitments on free channels.
We recall some examples from Section 2 to illustrate the differences between
simulation, alternating simulation and conformance. If I1 = 0 and S1 = x!#y!,
we have that I1 ≤s S1, but I1 �≤ S1 since condition D3 is violated. If I2 = x?
and S2 = x? + y?, we again have that I2 ≤s S2, but I2 �≤ S2 since condition D4
is violated. Finally, if I3 = select (x? -> y?) + y?, and S3 = x? -> y?, we have
that I3 ≤a S3, but I3 �≤ S3 since condition D2 is violated for commitment y?
from I3.

We also note that simulation and alternating simulation are incomparable.
For example, I2 ≤s S2, but I2 �≤a S2, and I3 ≤a S3, but I3 �≤s S3.

We have intentionally stated the definition for conformance to allow the im-
plementation to perform an arbitrary number of internal τ actions. This is in
accordance with usual practice in typed programming languages, which allows
nonterminating implementations. For example, most type systems will allow the
function foo(x) = while(true) {skip}; return(x+1)with a nonterminating
while loop to be typed with the type signature int → int .

Conformance is not the largest relation satisfying substitutability for being
stuck-free. For example, with I = x? | y? and S = select x? -> y?, we have
that any environment P such that P | I gets stuck would also make P | S stuck.
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The example shows that it is sometimes possible to sequentialize an implemen-
tation in the specification with respect to stuck-freeness. Alternating simulation
would accept I ≤a S, but as shown above, ≤a does not always respect sub-
stitutability for stuck-freeness. The following theorem states that conformance
obeys substitutability for being stuck-free. A proof of the theorem can be found
in [15].

Theorem 1. Let I be any implementation model and S be any specification
model, with the same set of free channels x. If I ≤ S, then for any process P if
(ηx)(P | S) is stuck-free, then (ηx)(P | I) is stuck-free.

Example Suppose a service F can be called with channel parameters x , y and e
for sending back responses to the caller. Suppose further that F asynchronously
calls two other services G and H (using response channels z and w, respectively)
to produce its responses on x and y, respectively. Finally, assume that H may
either respond normally or raise an exception by sending a message on a channel
Err, in which case F will throw an exception by sending on e. An implementation
of F could be as shown below, declared with behavioral signature x!.(y!#e!). We
wish to decide whether F conforms to its signature, given only the signatures
(and no implementations) for G and H .

G(z) : z!
H(w) : w! # Err!

F(x,y) : x!.(y! # e!)
{
try{
async(z,w){G(z), H(w)}{

select z? -> { send x; select w? -> send y;}}
} catch Err {throw e}

}

A model for the body of F is constructed by substituting the signatures for G
andH at the call sites, yielding the CCS modelMF shown below. Notice that the
asynchronous calls to G and H are run concurrently, and the exception handler
is modeled by waiting to receive on Err in the select statements. Because the
channels z and w are used internally by F to receive responses from G and H ,
these channels are restricted using the ν operator.

MF = (νz)(νw)(z! | (w!#Err!) |
(select (z? -> x!.(select (w? -> y!) + (Err? -> e!)) + (Err? -> e!)))

Checking conformance of F to its signature, we decide whetherMF ≤ x!.(y!#e!).
We find that the conformance test fails: if H throws an exception before F has
sent its response on x, then no response will be sent on x at all. An environ-
ment expecting, according to the signature of F , a response on x followed by
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a message on either y or e, will be stuck. The problem can be fixed either by
changing the signature of F or by changing the implementation of F . A signa-
ture that would work is (x!.(y!#e!))#e!. This signature does not promise much
to the environment, and it suggests that one would rather want to change the
implementation of F to conform to its original signature. This could be done by
sequentializing the calls to G and H , by first waiting for G to respond and only
then calling H afterwards. Or, perhaps better, one could throw the exception e
only after sending on x. Notice that, by restricting z and w used for internal
communication with G and H in F , conformance allows us to avoid exposing
that communication in the signature of F . This is essential for a scalable module
system.

5 Mirrors

Given an implementation model I and a specification model S, we would like
to check if I ≤ S using a state space exploration on I. If S and I obey certain
restrictions, then there is a simple and elegant way to do this by constructing a
so called mirror of S and a so called serialization of I. Using this construction
we can perform conformance checking using any off-the-shelf model checker.

In order to describe the necessary restrictions for our mirror construction,
we impose two restrictions on processes:

A2. Specifications and implementations do not have mixed selects. Formally,
every external choice of the form (x1?->M1+x2?->M2+ · · ·+xk?->Mk),
either all the xi are free channels or all the xi are bound channels.

A3. Specifications do not contain hidden internal nondeterminism. Formally,
the condition means that for all T1 such that T ∗−→ T1, we have that for
every commitment α, whenever T1

α−→ T2 and T1
α−→ T3, it is the case

that T2 ≡ T3.

Finally, we strengthen the conformance relation ≤ to a stronger relation � by
strengthening condition D4. in Definition 1 as follows:

D4’. For every 〈P,Q〉 ∈ H , ifQ = (x1?->Q1)+(x2?->Q2)+· · ·+(xn?->Qn), then

for all P ′ such that P τ∗
−→ P ′, either there exists P ′′ such that P ′ τ−→ P ′′,

or P ′ = (x1?->P1) + (x2?->P2) + · · ·+ (xn?->Pn) such that 〈Pi, Qi〉 ∈ H
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Since D4’ is stronger than D4, the strengthened relation � satisifies Thorem
1. We give an algorithm for checking � below.

For a specification S without parallel composition, we can construct a mirror
process M(S) that represents all possible environments that S can potentially
be composed with. Let x = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be the set of free channels in the
specification. The definition of M(.) is given in Figure 2, by structural induction
on the specification. The definition uses an error process Err which is used to
denote one kind of failure in the conformance check.
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M(0) = 0

M
�
(xi1?->P1) + . . . + (xik?->Pk)

�
= (xi1 !.M(P1))# . . .#(xik !.M(Pk))

#(xj1 !.Err#xj2 !.Err#xjm !.Err )

where {xj1 , . . . , xjm} = x \ {xi1 , . . . , xik}

M
�
(xi1 !.P1)# . . .#(xim !.Pm)

�
= (xi1?->M(P1)) + . . . + (xim?->M(Pm))

M(X) = X

M(µX.M) = µX.M(M)

Fig. 2. Mirror construction

For an implementation model I, with free channels x, we construct a seri-
alized process R(S) that serializes all communications on free channels using
a lock implemented by two global channels acq and rel . The definition of the
serialization function R(.) is given in Figure 3, by structural induction on the
implementation.

Note that our assumption A2. that external choices are either over free chan-
nels, or over bound channels, but not a mixture of both free and bound channels
is used in the definition of R(.). Let L = µX.acq!.rel?->X be a process that
implements a lock. Given an implementation I and specification S, in order to
check if I � S, we check if M(I) | R(S) | L neither gets stuck in certain ways
(mentioned below) nor reaches the error process Err .

Before making this statement precise, we need a weaker notion of stuckness.
We say that M is a τ-end-state if for all M ω−→ M ′, we have that ω ∈ τ∗. If
M ≡ (ηx)(P | Q) is a τ -end-state, and either (1) P ≡ x!.M1, where x ∈ x, or (2)
P ≡ select(xi1?->M1+xi2?->M2+. . .+xik

?->Mk) where {xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xik
} ∈

x, then we say thatM is τ -stuck because of P .M is τ-stuck if there exists some P
such that M is τ-stuck because of P .

The following theorem contains our algorithm for checking conformance I �
S via the process M(I) | R(S) | L. A proof of the theorem can be found in [15].

Theorem 2. Let I be any implementation model and S be any specification
model, with the same set of free channels x. Let L() = µX.acq !.rel?->X be a pro-
cess that implements a lock using two channels acq and rel that are not present
in I or S. We have that I � S iff the following three conditions hold for all pro-
cesses M̂ ≡ (η(x, acq , rel))(M(Ŝ) | R(Î) | L̂), such that (η(x, acq , rel))(M(S) |
R(I) | L) ∗−→ (η(x, acq , rel))(M(Ŝ) | R(Î) | L̂):
C1. Ŝ �≡ Err
C2. M̂ is not τ-stuck because of R(Î)
C3. M̂ is not stuck because of M(Ŝ)
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R(0) = 0

R
�
(xi1?->P1) + . . . + (xik?->Pk)

�
= acq?->

�
(xi1?->rel !.R(P1)) + . . .+
(xik?->rel !.R(Pk))

�

if {xj1 , . . . , xjm} ⊆ x

R
�
(yi1?->P1) + . . . + (yik?->Pk)

�
=
�
(yi1?->R(P1)) + . . . + (yik?->R(Pk))

�
if {yj1 , . . . , yjm} ∩ x = φ

R
�
(zi1 !.P1)# . . .#(zim !.Pm)

�
=
�
(T (zi1).R(P1)# . . .#(T (zim).R(Pm)

�
,

where T (zik) =
zik ! if zik �∈ x, and
acq?->zik !.rel ! if zik �∈ x

R(X) = X

R(µX.M) = µX.R(M)

R(M0 | M1) = R(M0) | R(M1)

R((νx)M) = (νx)R(M)

Fig. 3. Serialization

6 Weak Send and Receive

Our definition of stuckness so far assumes that send and receive operations must
always succeed. This is not always feasible. A parallel search program spawns
off a number of child processes, and after the first process to discover the item
reports success, the remaining processes are disregarded by the parent. We do
not wish to regard the program as stuck, even though all child processes but one
could be sending messages in vain. We distinguish between operations that are
intended to succeed and operations that are allowed not to succeed by referring
to the latter as weak send and weak receive operations, respectively, and we
introduce special syntax for the weak operations. This allows us to treat them
differently in checking conformance. We introduce the extended syntax for send
and receive operations:

M ::= . . . | select I1 + . . .+ In
O ::= . . . | x!.M

Here, a weak receive is of the form select I1 + . . . + In, and allows all of the
receives specified in I1 through In to not succeed. Similarly, a weak send x!.M
is allowed not to succeed. Notice that we allow internal choices of mixed mode.
For example, the expression x!.M1 # y!.M2 is allowed, and if the left branch
is chosen, then it leads to the operation x!.M1 where the send is required to
succeed, whereas choosing the right branch leads to y!.M2, which may or may
not succeed.
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We need to extend our notions of conformance (≤) and conformance checking
for the weak constructs. Consider first a weak send, x!. We require that x! ≤ x!
holds, but on the other hand, x! �≤ x!. Intuitively, the operation x! requires
more of any operating environment than the operation x!: the former operation
gets stuck in an environment that does not offer the corresponding receive on x.
Hence, substitutability is preserved for this extension of ≤. Similarly, we require
that select I ≤ select I holds, but on the other hand select I �≤ select I.

We extend our conformance check to handle the weak operations by extending
the notion of mirrors, as follows:

M (
select (I1 + . . .+ In)

)
= M (

select (I1 + . . .+ In)
)
#0

M (
(ξ1!.P1)# . . .#(ξn!.Pn)

)
= select (ξ̃1?->M(P1)) + . . .+ (ξ̃n?->M(Pn))

where ξ ranges over channels of the usual form x or of the weak form x, and
where we define ξ̃ = x̃, if ξ = x, and ξ̃ = x, if ξ = x. In this defintion, the
special receive form select (x̃?->M(P )) (with action x̃?) is used to mirror the
weak send. This form is used internally by the conformance checker and defines
an extended notion of stuckness, capturing the conformance relation with weak
send. Thus, the process select(x̃?->0) | x!.0 is classified as stuck, corresponding
to the fact that the conformance relation x! ≤ x! does not hold. On the other
hand, the process select (x̃?->0) | x!.0 is not classified as stuck (and it reacts
normally on x), so the conformance relation x! ≤ x! holds. We also change the
notion of stuckness to allow for weak receives with no corresponding send. For
example, we do not classify select (x?->0) | 0 as stuck. The mirror of the
weak receive, as defined above, adds the choice of the null process 0 to the
previous definition of M. Hence, weak receive specification select I requires
implementation to be prepared to handle the situation where no input arrives.
By our previous notion of stuckness, we have that select (x?->0) | 0 is stuck.
It follows (by our definitions above) that

select (x?->0) | M(select (x?->0)) = select (x?->0) | x!.0#0

can evolve to an end-state, so the conformance relation select (x?->0) ≤
select (x?->0) does not hold.

7 Conclusion

Scalable model checking of models extracted from message-passing software re-
quires that components be abstracted by simpler specifications. Existing defini-
tions of conformance between a component and its abstraction —simulation and
alternating simulation— do not satisfy substitutability for stuck-freeness. We
presented a new definition of conformance that has this property. Our definition
of conformance is stronger than both simulation and alternating simulation. We
gave a simple algorithm to check if an implementation I conforms to a specifi-
cation S, assuming certain restictions on I and S, by serializing I, dualizing S
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and doing a state space exploration on the product. We have implemented the
algorithm using the SPIN model checker, as a back-end for a behavioral type
checker for message-passing software.
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